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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

Nature of the Case
This case involves the detennination of the prevailing party, attorney fees and costs pursuant

to Idaho Code § 12-117. This Court exercises free review over all aspects of the detennination of
entitlement to fees and costs under section 12-117. Rincover v, State o.fJdaho Dept. o/Finance, 132
Idaho 547, 548-49, 976 P.2d 473, 474-75 (1999). Section 12-117 is a mandatory attorneys fee
provision which requires an award of attorney fees and costs in certain cases to either the overall
prevailing party under subsection (1) of the statute, or to a partially prevailing party under subsection
(2), if the non-prevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law.
This case arises out of the termination for convenience of a construction contract between
the Respondent State ofIdaho, Department of Administration, Division of Public Works ("DPW"
or the "State") and the Cross-Appellant SE/Z Construction, LLC ("SE/Z") , . SE/Z and DPW entered
into a competitively bid fixed price construction contract (the "Contract") for the construction ofBio
Safety Level 3 Laboratory (the "Project"). Appellant Hobson Fabricating Corporation ("Hobson")
was one of SE/Z's primary subcontractors on the Project. 2 SE/Z and Hobson are referred to
collectively herein as the "Contractors." In this appeal SE/Z submits that DPW acted without a

J DPW also tenninated for convenience the contract of its Project architect Rudeen and Associates, a
Professional Company ("Rudeen").

2 While SE/Z supports Hobson's request for an award of attorney fees and costs against DPW, the focus of
SE/Z's appeal is its own attorneys fee entitlement against with DPW, SE/Z's assertion that it is the overall prevailing
party over DPW is not meant to imply that Hobson cannot also be a prevailing party over DPW.

reasonable basis in fact or law in pursuing cross-claims and counterclaims, which were eventually
valued by DPW at over three million dollars. DPW's claims were based upon an unreasonable
interpretati on of the clear and unam bi guous constructi on contract. Particular1 y, (1) D PW admi ttedl y
terminated the construction contract "for convenience," and then it sought to recover damages that
could only be recovered if the termination had been "for cause," and (2) DPW admittedly did not
provide SE/Z with prior written notice of its claims, nor did it provide SE/Z with any opportunity
to correct the alleged defects, many of which DPW raised years after the termination. Contrary to
the clear and unambiguous terms of the Contract and existing law, DPW argued that written notice
of its claims was not required under the Contract.

SE/Z submits that it was the prevailing party because, shortly after the District Court rejected
DPW's interpretations of the clear and unambiguous contract and barred all ofDPW's cross-claims,

SE/Z recovered $225,000 from DPW through settlement on the eve ofthe second trial. At the time
of settlement, all of SE/Z's causes of action remained viable.
Notwithstanding SE/Z' s substantial recovery and the complete barring ofDPW' s cross-claim
against SE/Z, the District Court concluded that the contractors and DPW prevailed in part, and
therefore denied any award of costs and fees. SE/Z submits that the District Court erred as a matter
oflaw in failing to award SE/Z its cost and attorneys fees; alternatively it abused its discretion when
it denied SE/Z an award of fees and costs, because it failed to conduct any analysis under I.C. § 12117(2) to determine whether SE/Z should be awarded costs and fees against DPW as the partially
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prevailing party. SE/Z further submits that this Court should not confine its review to the partially
prevailing party analysis, but should exercise free review to conclude that SE/Z was in fact the
overall prevailing party, not just a partially prevailing party, and that SE/Z is entitled to an award of
attorney fees and costs pursuant to

B.

I.e. § 12-117(1).

Course of Proceedings Below
Nearly five months after DPW terminated both its contract with the design professional,

Rudeen, and the Contract with SE/Z "for convenience," Hobson filed this Action on October 25,
2005 against SE/Z to assert pass through claims as well as direct claims against DPW. CR. Vol. I,
p.35.) SE/Z filed its Answer and Cross-Claim against DPW on November 21,2005. (R. Vol I, p.
63,71.) On December 9,2005, DPW filed Answers, as well as a Counter-Cross-Claim against SE/Z
and a Counterclaim against Hobson. CR. Vol. I, p. 88 - 105.) DPW also filed a Third-Party
Complaint against Rudeen. CR. Vol. I, p. 115.) Finally, Hobson filed a separate Complaint against
certain DPW individual defendants asserting defamation and tortious interference claims. CR. Vol.
I, p. 193), which action was consolidated with this matter. (R. Vol. II, p. 200.)
Throughout the course of the litigation, SE/Z and Hobson filed and argued nearly a dozen
motions seeking to enforce the parties' Contract and eliminate DPW's claims as inappropriate under
the Contract. SE/Z and Hobson filed a motion for summary judgment regarding the preclusive effect
of DPW' s election to terminate the Contract for convenience, (R. Vol. II, p. 212); a motion for
summary judgment regarding DPW's failure to provide notice of its "claims," (R. Vol. II, p. 238);
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and a motion to reconsider the District Court's denial of the notice motion, (Motion to Augment
pending). On December 18, 2007, SE/Z filed a motion to appeal by permission as to the contract
notice issues, which was denied on February], 2008. (Motion to Augment pending). Finally, just
before trial in this matter SE/Z brought a Motion in Limine regarding DPW' s failure to provide SE/Z
with notice and an opportunity to cure potential and alleged construction defects, (R. Vol. II, p. 288
A-TT), and then a motion to reconsider the denial of the Motion in Limine, (R. Vol. II, p. 288-UU).
In response to each ofSE/Z's and Hobson's motions regarding notice under and enforcement of the
Contract, DPW essentially asserted there was an issue of fact for trial.
A jury trial was commenced on October 15, 2008, and continued for 11 trial days, which
ultimately ended in the District Court declaring a mistrial due to the length of time the trial would
likely require. (R. Vol. III, p. 437 - 438.) The District Court's decision to declare a mistrial occurred
shortly after the cross examination of SE/Z's Steve Zambarano, during which DPW's counsel
essentially identified for the District Court and jury that DPW's "notice" under the various
provisions of the Contract was met byway of service of its Counter-Cross-Claim against SE/Z. (Tr.
Zambarano cross examination p. 290-302). It became apparent at trial, that DPW's argued
compliance with the notice provisions of the parties' Contract was only by way of its Counter-CrossClaim. Id.
As the date to commence the retrial approached, the Contractors again filed Motions in
Limine again seeking to enforce the notice provisions of the Contract, which the Court ultimately
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granted, barring DPW's cross-claims and offsets. R. Vol. IV, p. 619-629. Finally, when the court
reexamined the notice issue, it agreed with the Contractors' position and barred D PW' s cross-claim. 3
Shortly after the court's ruling and its denial of DPW's motion to reconsider its ruling, the
parties settled SE/Z's claim, reserving out the issue of prevailing party attorneys fees. R. Vo1. IV,
p.746. Thereafter, the court denied attorneys fees to the Contractors, determining that there was no
overall prevailing party. (R. Vol. VIII, p. 1554-1561.)

C.

Concise Statement of Facts.
SE/Z concurs with, adopts and incorporates by reference the Concise Statement of Facts

presented by Hobson in its Opening brief in the appea1. In support of this appeal, SE/Z relies
principally on the language of the Contract, the District Court's prior rulings and the procedural
history set forth above. For the Court's convenience, SE/Z has attached relevant portions of the
Contract between DPW and SE/Z as addenda to this brief. Attached as Addendum 1 are Articles 4,
12 and 14 of the General Conditions to the Contract as well as the supplemental conditions
modifYing those articles.

ll. ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL
A.

Whether the District Court erred in failing to find, pursuant to I.C. § 12-117, that SE/Z was
the overall prevailing party entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs against DPW,
where SE/Z recovered $225,000 in settlement from DPW shortly after the District Court
barred all ofDPW's cross-claims, and where all ofSE/Z's causes of action remained viable
at the time of settlement.

3 The court had previously dismissed on summary judgment Hobson's direct claims against DPW and
DPW's counterclaims against Hobson, leaving only DPW's cross-claims.
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B.

Whether the District Court erred in failing to analyze and conclude pursuant to I. C. § 12-117
that DPW acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law by fabricating unreasonable and
unsupported interpretations of a clear and unambiguous construction contract.

e.

In the alternative, whether the District Court erred in failing to find that SE/Z was entitled
to an award of attorney fees and costs as a partially prevailing party pursuant to I.C. § 12117(2), based upon those portions of the case in which SE/Z prevailed and DPW acted
without a reasonable basis in fact or law.

D.

In the further alternative, if this Court applies an abuse of discretion standard of review,
whether the District Court abused its discretion in failing to find that SE/Z was the overall
or partial prevailing party, entitled to an award of its reasonable attorney fees and costs, in
whole or in part, pursuant to I.e. § 12-117.

III. ATTORNEY FEES ON APPEAL
Attorneys fees on appeal in this matter are governed by I.A.R. 41 and Idaho Code § 12-117.

SE/Z therefore requests an award of its attorney fees on appeal pursuant thereto ifit is the prevailing
party on appeal. Section 12-117 requires an award of attorney fees and costs to the prevailing party
if the non-prevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law. SE/Z adopts and
incorporates herein by reference the arguments presented below in support ofit's request for an
award of attorney fees on appeal. The State ofIdaho has acted without a reasonable basis in fact or
law in its perpetuation of the unreasonable and unsupported interpretations of the clear and
unambiguous construction contract argued to the District Court, thereby unreasonably requiring SE/Z
to pursue this appeal. There is simply no basis in fact or law under which DPW can reasonably
claim that SE/Z was not he prevailing party below. Therefore, its opposition to this appeal is
likewise without a basis in fact or law, and SE/Z respectfully submits that it should be awarded its
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fees on appeal pursuant to I.C. § 12-117.

IV. ARGUMENT
SE/Z appeals from the District Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on Prevailing
Party, Costs and Attorney Fees, entered on September 15,2010. SE/Z submits that the District Court
committed reversible error in failing to find, as a matter oflaw, that SE/Z was the overall prevailing
party against DPW in this action.

SE/Z further submits that, because DPW acted without a

reasonable basis in fact or law, the District Court erred as a matter of law when it denied SE/Z an
award of its reasonable costs and attorney fees, rather than apply an analysis required under Idaho
Code § 12-117. Even if SE/Z somehow was not the overall prevailing party against DPW, the
District Court was required by section 12-117(2) to make an award of attorney fees and costs to SE/Z
for those portions of the case in which it did prevail.

A.

Standard of Review
This Court exercises free review over all aspects of the determination of an entitlement to

fees and costs under Idaho Code § 12-117. Rincover v. State ofIdaho Dept. ofFinance, 132 Idaho
547,548-49,976 P.2d 473,474-75 (1999). Section 12-] 17 provides for an award of fees and costs
in an action between a state agency and a person where the non-prevailing party acted without a
reasonable basis in fact or law. Id.
For several years following the enactment ofl.C. § 12-117, the standard of review that was
applied on appeal regarding fees and costs under section 12-117 varied widely, with the courts
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sometimes applying an abuse of discretion or a clearly erroneous/substantial evidence standard, and
other times applying a de novo or free review standard. See, Rincover, 132 Idaho at 548-49, 976
P.2d at 474-75 (discussing the prior inconsistencies). In 1999, this Court settled the standard of
review by holding in Rincover that the de novo standard, or "free review," applies to all decisions
regarding attorney fees under section 12-117. Jd. at 549,976 P.2d at 475.
The "free review" standard applies to all aspects of an award of fees pursuant to section 12117, including the determination of the prevailing party. See, Jd. at 549-50, 976 P.2d at 475-76
(explaining that the prevailing party under section 12-117 is more in the nature of a legal conclusion,
and then identifying the prevailing party without reference to, or analysis of, the trial court's
findings). See also, e.g., Fischer v. City a/Ketchum, 141 Idaho 349, 356, 109 P.3d 1091, 1098
(2005) (applying "free review" and making a determination of the prevailing party without reference
to the trial court's findings); and Reardon v. City a/Burley, 140 Idaho 115, 118-19,90 P.3d 340,
343-44 (2004) (same).
Therefore, the abuse of discretion standard that may be applicable in other contexts does not
apply in this case. This Court should exercise a free review of the facts and proceedings of this case
to make its own determination-without any deference to the District Court's findings-whether
SE/Z was the prevailing party over DPW, and whether SE/Z is entitled to an award of attorney fees
and costs against DPW pursuant to I.C. § 12-117. As argued last in this brief, even if the abuse of
discretion standard applied to any party of this appeal, the District Court's failure to conclude that
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SE/Z was the overall prevailing party over DPW and its failure to award any attorney fees or costs
to SE/Z, whether as an overall or a partially prevailing party, was a reversible abuse of discretion.

B.

The District Court Failed to Properly Analyze and Apply I.C. § 12-117 and Conclude
That SE/Z Is the Prevailing Party, Entitled to an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees
Against DPW.
Idaho Code § 12-117 provides the sole basis for and award of attorney fees and costs in an

action between a state agency and a person. See, e.g., Westway Constr., Inc. v. Idaho Transp Dept.,
139 Idaho 107, 116, 73 P.3d 721, 730 (2003). Idaho Code § 12-117 requires an award of fees to the
prevailing party ifthe non-prevailing party "acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law." Section
12-117 provides, in pertinent part:

(1) Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any administrative
proceeding or civil judicial proceeding involving as adverse parties
a state agency or political subdivision and a person, the state agency
or political subdivision or the court, as the case may be, shall award
the prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other
reasonable expenses, if it finds that the nonprevailing party acted
without a reasonable basis in (act or law.
(2) If a party to an administrative proceeding or to a civil judicial
proceeding prevails on a portion of the case, and the state agency or
political subdivision or the court, as the case may be, finds that the
nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law
with respect to that portion of the case, it shall award the partially
prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other
reasonable expenses with respect to that portion of the case on which
it prevailed ....
I. C. § 12-117 (emphases added). There is no dispute that DPW falls within the meaning of a "state

agency" and that SE/Z and Hobson fall within the meaning of a "person" as used in the statute. I.C.
9

§§ 12-117(4) and 67-5201. Therefore, section 12-117 provides the exclusive basis for attorney fees
and costs between SE/Z and DPW. Westway Constr., 139 Idaho at 116,73 P.3d at 730.
Idaho Code § 12-117 is not a discretionary statute, but rather, it mandates an award of
attorney fees and costs to the overall prevailing party, or to a party who prevails in a portion of the
case, where the non-prevailing party "did not act with a reasonable basis in fact or law." Rincover

v. State o.fldaho Dept. ofFinance , 132 Idaho 547, 549, 976 P.2d 473, 475 (1999); I.C. § 12-117(1).
This Court has held that the purpose ofLe. 12-117 is to deter baseless conduct and provide fairness.
The Court has succinctly stated 1. C. § 12-117 is:

(1 ) to serve as a deterrent to groundless or arbitrary agency action;
and (2) to provide a remedy for persons who have borne unfair and
unjustified financial burdens defending against groundless charges or
attempting to correct mistakes agencies never should ha[ ve] made.
Bogner v. State Dep 't of Revenue and Taxation, 107 Idaho 854, 859, 693 P.2d 1056, 1061 (1984)
(citations omitted); see also, Rincover, 132 Idaho at 549, 976 P.2d at 475.

SE/Z submits that the District Court erred when it failed to conclude that SE/Z was the
overall prevailing party over DPW and wholly denied SE/Z's request for an award of attorney fees
pursuant to I.C. § 12-117.

1.

SE/Z Was the Overall Prevailing Party, Because None of SE/Z's Claims for
Relief Were Dismissed, SE/Z Recovered $225,000 from DPW, and SE/Z
Defeated All of DPW's Cross-claims.

The District Court's conclusion that each of the parties prevailed in part should be reversed.
In this Court's exercise offree review regarding the prevailing party in this action, the Court should
10

"consider the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective
parties." IRCP 54( d)(1 )(B).

SE/Z submits that it was the overall prevailing party over DPW. The relief sought by SE/Z
and DPW, respectively in this action, is central to the prevailing party analysis, and demonstrates the
degree to which SE/Z prevailed in this action. IRCP 54( d)(1 )(B). In its cross-claim, SE/Z sought
to recover from DPW an unspecified amount of contract damages and pass-through damages arising
from Hobson's claim against DPW through SE/Z. (R. Vol. I, pp. 75-77.) In its answer to SE/Z's
cross-claim, DPW asserted as affirmative defenses that the amount ofSE/Z' s cross-claim was offset
by alleged defective work. DPW's "Ninth Defense" declared "SE/Z's claims ... are offset by the
costs incurred by the State to correct defective work performed by SE/Z and its subcontractors ...
." R. Vol. I, p. 93.) DPW's "Tenth Defense" similarly declared: "SE/Z cannot recover on its claims
... because the defects in the work on the Project were so extensive as to render its [claims]
unreasonable." (Id.)
Similarly, in its cross-claim against SE/Z, DPW requested "damages resulting from the
deficiencies in construction and delays," as well as liquidated damages.

CR. Vol. I, p. 112; see also

p. 109 at ~~ 16-18; p. 110 at ~~ 22-23,27-28; and p. 111 at ~ 33.). Even though DPW did not state
the total amount of damages it sought, it described its alleged deficiency and delay damages as being
"commensurate with the original contract price." (Id. at p. 109, ~ 15). The original contract price
on the Project was $1,314,883.00. (R. Vol. II, p. 331.) Thus, the amount of damages sought by
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DPW, even without considering its claim for liquidated damages, was well over a million dollars.
After nearly five years of litigation, including 11 days of trial, all of DPW's cross-claims
against SE/Z were barred by the District Court. Shortly thereafter, the case settled with DPW paying
$225,000 to SE/Z. Notably, all of SE/Z' s causes of action remained viable at the time of settlement. 4

SE/Z submits that a recovery of $225,000 is a substantial recovery. A party who receives a
favorable settlement outcome qualifies as a prevailing party for the purpose of determining fees and
costs unless the settlement agreement states otherwise. Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 69, 175 P.3d
754, 758 (2007) (applying general contract principles and the intent ofthe parties to the agreement).
In the settlement agreement in this case, the parties expressly reserved the issue of "the taxation of
costs and attorneys' fees." CR. Vol. IV, p. 746-749.) Thus, SE/Z may properly be found as a
prevailing party in light of the settlement, and the court may properly award fees to SE/Z as the
prevailing party.
Compared with the relief sought by the parties, SE/Z's $225,000 recovery represents a
significant victory in this case, particularly when gauged by DPW's outcome. Even though DPW
(significantly through Rudeen's efforts) succeeded in reducing some of the damages sought by SE/Z
through summary judgment, DPW never successfully defeated any of SE/Z's claims for relief, all
of which remained viable at the time of settlement. See, e.g., Decker v. Homeguard Sys, 105 Idaho

4 Even though SE/Z demanded payment of a greater amount prior to filing suit, this Court recently
reaffirmed its long-standing rule that the amount or even the existence or nonexistence of prior offers is not proper
for a court to consider in determining the prevailing party. Jorgensen v. Coppedge, 148 Idaho 536, 541-42, 224
P.3d 1125, 1130-31 (2010).
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158,160-61, 666 P.2d 1169, 1171-72

ect.

App. 1983), (Plaintiffs were prevailing parties even

though 22 of 28 causes of action were dismissed and they were awarded only 3% of the total
recovery sought); Collins v. Jones, 131 Idaho 556, 559, 961 P.2d 647, 650 (1998) ("We do not
believe that merely because Collins received less than the entire amount of damages requested, she
is therefore not a prevailing party"); See also Lunders v. Estate ofSnyder, 131 Idaho 689, 699-700,
963 P.2d 372, 382-83 (1998). (The fact that Plaintiff recovered on 23% of amount sought in
complaint did not require a reduction in fees). Accordingly, the District Court erred in finding that

SE/Z prevailed only in part and this Court should conclude that SE/Z was the overall prevailing
party.
Likewise, the District Court's finding that DPW prevailed in part is not supported by law or
the evidence. SE/Z is unaware of any Idaho case where a party has been found to be a prevailing
party when all of its counterclaims-exceeding a million dollars-were barred; and where the party
failed to have any of the opposing party's claims dismissed; and who ultimately paid the opposing
party hundreds of thousands of dollars. DPW simply did not prevail in part of the action, and SE/Z
should be determined as the overall prevailing party in this action.

2.

DPW Acted Without a Reasonable Basis in Fact or Law by Fabricating an
Unsupported and Unreasonable Interpretation of its own Clear and
Unambiguous Construction Contract.

DPW acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law, because its multiple counterclaims and
crossclaims against SE/Z relied upon its strained construction of its own clear and unambiguous
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construction Contract. The parties' Contract was drafted by DPW, meaning that any so-called
ambiguities would have been construed against DPW anyway. Straub, 145 Idaho at 69, 175 P.3d
at 758; Win a/Michigan, Inc. v. Yreka United, Inc., 137 Idaho 747,751, 53 P.3d 330, 334 (2002).
DPW's unreasonable interpretations of the Contract caused SE/Z and Hobson to expend hundreds
of thousands of dollars that would not have been otherwise necessary to defend against DPW's
counterclaims and cross-claims. The fact that DPW was initially successful in convincing the
District Court to accept its erroneous arguments is immaterial to whether it acted reasonably.

Lockhart v. Dept. Fish and Game, 121 Idaho 894, 828 P.2d 1299, (1992) ("Notwithstanding the
Department was defending a favorable judgment of the District Court, under Moosman we conclude
the motion to dismiss for lack ofjurisdiction was made without a reasonable basis in law or fact and
Lockhart is entitled to an award of attorney fees.").
First and foremost as identified in SE/Z's First Motion for Summary Judgment, DPW's
claims were barred by the terms of its own Contract by virtue of the tennination for convenience.
Under Article 14 of the Contract, DPW precluded any claims against the Contractors when it
telminated for convenience.
Even if the Contract was susceptible to the interpretations propounded by DPW, thereby
rendering the Contract ambiguous, those ambiguities must be construed against DPW, effectively
nUllifying its interpretation. Straub, 145 Idaho at 69,175 P.3d at 758; Win a/Michigan, 137 Idaho
at 751,53 P.3d at 334. Therefore, DPW's reliance upon its interpretations of its own Contract had
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no basis in fact or law. Indeed, even if DPW' s interpretation was considered reasonable, the law
requires that it be construed according to SE/Z's reasonable conflicting interpretation, Id., thereby
making DPW's reliance on its interpretation ofthe Contract patently unreasonable.
In Win of Michigan, Inc. v. Yreka United, Inc., the parties who drafted the contract at issue
in the litigation, Win and Miller, sought relief based upon an ambiguity in a stipulation between the
parties. The District Court denied theirrelief. 137 Idaho 747, 750-51,53 P .3d 330, 333-34 (2002).
On appeal, this Court agreed with Win and Miller that the contract was ambiguous, but held that
"[n]otwithstanding the ambiguity" the terms of the stipulation also supported the opposing party's
position, and "we construe the contract most strongly against the person who prepared the contract.
Win/Miller, therefore, must bear the responsibility for indefiniteness ofthe terms." Id. at 751, 53
P.3d at 334.
From the very first dispositive motion in the case, DPW took an unreasonable and
unsupported position. First, DPW refused to acknowledge that its election to terminate the Contract
for convenience foreclosed its rights to recover any of its alleged "claims." Rather, DPW argued that
it was entitled to terminate a fixed price contract for convenience, hire an expert witness, and follow-

on contractor (on a cost plus basis) and thereafter seek to recover its cost plus expenditures without
any notice to the terminated contractor (SE/Z). There is not a single case in the land that supports
DPW's actions and position. Moreover, DP\V's arguments run contrary to well settled, long
standing, and basic Idaho Contract Law. Selkirk Seed Co. v. State Ins. Fund, 135 Idaho 434, 437,
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18 P.3d 956, 959 (2000) (a contract must be read to give meaning to all parts, and cannot apply so
as to render any provision meaningless).
Second, DPW elected a path early on in the litigation that put its stance in the instant
litigation on a collision course with its own Contract and its own best interest in administering other
public works contracts. The plain language of the Contract, which the District Court repeatedly
found to be clear and unambiguous, required DPW to provide notice to SE/Z of the alleged defects
and provide SE/Z with an opportunity to repair the defects prior to taking action against SE/Z. (R.
Vol. II, pp. 373, 393, 396-398, 404, 413. Contract Articles 4.3.1,12.2.2.1, and Supp. Condition
4.3.2.) In its expedience, DPW ignored its own Contract notice provision - the very sword it wields
so frequently against claims brought against DWP by contractors in other litigation. Rather than
accepting and applying the often used and plain language of the Contract, DPW propounded an
interpretation of the Contract that is at direct odds with its plain meaning: DPW urged actual or strict
compliance with the notice provisions of the Contract are not necessary where one can demonstrate
(at trial) that the party opposing a claim had actual knowledge ofthe "claim" and lacked prejudice.
Such an interpretation is something that most contractors would only blushingly argue. Despite the
District Court's recognition that the Contract was clear and unambiguous, at DPW' s repeated urging,
the District Court allowed DPW latitude.

SE/Z respectfulIy submits that DPW' s interpretation of the Contract, just like the erroneous
interpretations of statutes at issue in In re Elliott, 141 Idaho 177, 184, 108 P.3d 324, 331 (2005), and
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Fischer, 14] Idaho at 356, 109 P.3d at 1098 (where the unreasonable interpretations of unambiguous
statutes were the basis for an award of fees under I.e. § 12-117), was an unreasonable action that
lacked any basis in fact or law. 5
In considering the application of I.C. § 12-117, this Court may also look to its decisions
regarding awards offees under I.C. § 12-121, because the standard for fees is substantially the same.

Nation v. State, Department a/Correction, 144 Idaho 177, 194, 158 P.3d 953, 970 (2007). ("Both
I.C. § 12-117 and § 12-121 pennit the award of attorney's fees to the prevailing party if the court
detennines the case was brought, pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without
foundation.") See also Total Success Invs., LLC v. Ada County Hwy. Dist., 148 Idaho 688, 694-96,
227 P.3d 942, 948-950 (Ct. App. 2010) (quoting Nation and concluding that the reasoning for the
District Court's denial of fees under section 12-121 was sufficient to support a denial offees under
section 12-117).

In contract cases under I.e. § 12-121, the Idaho Court of Appeals has concluded that a party's
misinterpretation of a clear and unambiguous contract was frivolous, unreasonable or without
foundation. In 1997, the Court of Appeals considered an award of attorney fees on appeal against
a city, which award should have been analyzed under section 12-117, but was actually awarded under
section 12-121. Navarrette v. City a/Caldwell, 130 Idaho 849, 949 P.3d 547 (Ct. App. 1997).
There, a lease between the city and Alfaro required Alfaro to secure liability insurance that named

5 Perhaps even more fundamental to DPW's folly is the fact that its argwnents, damages and "claims" were
build on a fraudulent expert witness that even DPW tried to abandon on the eve of the first trial.
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the city as an additional insured. Alfaro secured the policy, but when the city made a claim against
the policy, the insurer denied the claim. The city argued that Alfaro breached "the spirit" of the
agreement by refusing to indemnifY or defend the city. ld. at 852, 949 P.3d at 600. On appeal, the
Court of Appeals upheld summary judgment against the city, because the terms of the contract were
clear and unambiguous and merely required Alfaro to secure the policy, which he did. ld. The court
then awarded attorney fees on appeal to Alfaro for the same reason:
Upon review, we conclude that the City's appeal has been brought
without foundation. When a contract is clear and unambiguous, we
are to use the plain meaning of the words, and we do not look to the
intent of the parties. . .. The City ... conceded at oral argument on
appeal that Alfaro purchased normal liability insurance. Therefore,
we are left with the abiding belief that the City has brought this
appeal without foundation. The City, as a third-party beneficiary, has
not demonstrated that any terms of the sublease are ambiguous and,
as such, has failed to establish that there was a genuine issue of fact
which would have made the District Court's grant of summary
judgment improper. Under these circumstances, Alfaro is entitled to
an award of attorney fees on appeal.

ld. at 853, 949 P.3d at 601. See also Laight v. First Nat 'I Bank, 108 Idaho 211,215,697 P.2d 1225,
1229 (Ct. App. 1985) (awarding fees on appeal because the agreement was clear and unambiguous).
Here, as with the non-prevailing parties in Navarette and Laight, DPW presented an
unreasonable interpretation of a clear and unambiguous contract, causing SE/Z to incur substantial
costs and fees in opposition to DPW's claims that were based upon those unreasonable
interpretations. Therefore, SE/Z should be awarded its fees as the prevailing party under section 12117.
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C.

Even if SE/Z Was Not the Overall Prevailing Party over DPW, It is Entitled
to an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees as a Partially Prevailing Party
Against DPW Pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-117(2).

If this Court declines to hold that SEll is an overalI prevailing party over DPW pursuant to
I.C. § 12-117(1), SEll submits that the Court should at a minimum conclude that the District Court
erred when it failed to conduct any analysis as to whether SEll should be awarded fees as a partially
prevailing party under I.C. § ] 2-117(2).
Indeed, the District Court's findings required it to grant SEll an award of at least a portion
of its attorney fees and costs. The District Court found that SEll prevailed in part, and that DPW's
interpretations of the contract were unfounded, but it failed to conduct the partial prevailing party
analysis required by section 12-117(2). Section 12-117(2) requires an award offees and costs even
to a party who prevailed on only a portion of the case, as a partially prevailing party, if the nonprevailing party "acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law" on that portion of the case. I.e. §
12-117(2).
As explained above, DPW acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law in pursuing its
claims against SEll and Hobson.

In order to maintain its claims, DPW repeatedly argued

unsupportable interpretations of the clear and unambiguous Contract drafted by DPW. DPW's
contract interpretations were in direct conflict with the plain and unambiguous language of the
contract. Unlike an analysis under section 12-121, the court is required in the analysis under section
12-117(2) to segregate the various claims where there are partially prevailing parties. Roe v. Harris,
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128 Idaho 569, 573-74, 917 P.2d 403, 407-08 (1996);

I.e. § 12-117(2).

If the non-prevailing party

acted without a reasonable basis in that portion the case, fees should be awarded with regard to that
portion. Id.

SE/Z and Hobson both incurred vast amounts of costs and attorney fees in their defense
against the counterclaim and cross-claim and in their efforts to defeat DPW's erroneous
interpretations of the Contract. SE/Z respectfully requests that this Court conclude, on free review,
that SE/Z is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incurred in relation to DPW's
counterclaim and cross-claim and in disputing DPW's strained and meritless interpretations of the
Contract.

D.

Even If this Court Were to Apply an Abuse of Discretion Standard, the
District Court Committed Reversible Error By Failing to Conclude That
SE/Z Was the Prevailing Party, Whether in Whole or in Part, and Failing to
Award SE/Z its Attorney Fees and Costs under Either Subsection (1) or (2)
ofI.C. § 12-117.

When examining whether a District Court abused its discretion, this Court considers
whether the District Court: (1) perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) acted within the outer
boundaries of that discretion and consistently within the applicable legal standards; and (3)
reached its decision by an exercise of reason. See, Jorgensen v. Coppedge, 148 Idaho 536,538
224 P.3d 1125 (2010), citing, Shore v. Peterson, supra, at 915.
The District Court acted outside the boundaries of any applicable discretion by failing to
correctly apply the prevailing party analysis and by failing to determine whether DPW acted
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without a reasonable basis in fact or law, as required by I.C. § 12-117(1) and (2). The District
Court's conclusion that DPW prevailed in part against SE/Z is not supported by the record.
DPW's only "victory" over SE/Z was in limiting a few items of SE/Z's damages. It never
succeeded in having any of SE/Z's causes of action dismissed. Conversely, all ofDPW's claims
against SE/Z -seeking around $3 million- were dismissed.
Moreover, DPW's ultimate payment of $225,000 to SE/Z prior to the second trial, cannot
be considered a victory for DPW by any stretch. There simply are no facts or circumstances from
which the District Court could have reasonably concluded that DPW prevailed in any significant
measure against SE/Z. Therefore, its determination that DPW and SE/Z both prevailed in part
was not based upon an exercise of reason, nor was it consistent with the IRCP 54 guidelines for
determining a prevailing party, as addressed above.
The District Court also failed to exercise any reason with regard to an award of attorney
fees and costs pursuant to 1. C. § 12-117. After concluding that SE/Z prevailed in part, the court
made no analysis regarding SE/Z's and Hobson's arguments that DPW acted without a
reasonable basis in fact or law, nor did the District Court even acknowledge that such an inquiry
was necessary under section 12-117. The District Court's failure to consider the requirements of
section 12-117 establishes both a lack of reason and a failure to correctly apply legal standards.
The District Court abused its discretion in failing to award attorney fees and costs to SE/Z.
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v. CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, SE/Z respectfully requests that this Court reverse the District
Court's Order regarding the prevailing party under I.e. § 12-117, and hold that SE/Z was the
prevailing party entitled to an award of its costs and attorneys fees.
DATED thisZ O day of July, 2011.
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE &
BAILEY, CHARTERED
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Addendum 1

Architect's approval or 1I specitic item shall not indicalt! approv-<l1 of art assembly of which the
item is II companenl.

4.2.8 The AIchitei:1 will prepare Change Orders an<! Constructinn Ch~llgeDirectiYe1'. and
may authorize minor changes in the Work as providt:d in Pilnlgmpb 74. '
4.2.9 The Architect will conduct inspections 10 tk1ermine the dale or datd of Substantia!
Complelion and the dale of tinaJ completion. will receive and forward to the Owner, (or the
Ownds review and records, written warranties and related documwts required by the
Contract and ;wemble\J by the Contractor. and will issue 3 final CertifiQte for Payment upon
compliance with the requiremenls of the Conlract Documenu.
4.2.10 If the Owner and Architect agree. the Archirect will provide one or more project
represtnlalives to usisl in carrying out the Architect'" resJ>OnSihilitie$ ilt the sileo The duties.
responsibilities and Iimitatiom of authority of ru..-:h project rep~nlalives shall be as set forth TffS {.ICI(Lf.
.
in an exhibit 10 be incorporated in the Contract Docummts.
C,....W" ...fW~EIf! ~ ~rANT UGAL

........~... OMf.(r.l\1ION~.w
ATlORltfYISOK{)UW;[J)itfTH({[Sp(q
TOf1SCOIrftETJoNOIlMCXlif1Cl.T1ON.
requirements of, the Control,l Documents on wntlen request of either the Owner or AIJll.E1fflCJ.T/ON Of T1fS
Cont'rntor. The Architect '$ mponse (0 $uch requests will be made in writing wit/ull i1l1y time ascrllalCAUY DRHTfD AlA

~.111

,.

n Ie r\.I'::
"--hi'lect Wl·11'mterpre,• an d d'd
. performance
eo e roa.tl ers concemmg
under ~

limili agreed upon or olhel'W'isa with fffiooabte promptness. If no agreement is made .ClOC'U'«NT M.4Y BE MWUY tts<M; AlA
concerning th~ lime witWn whk" interpretations requir~ of\be Architect shaU be furnished DOCt.If..OTD40I.
in compliance with Ibis Paragraph +2. then delay sbllU not be recognized on accooHI of failure
'
by the Archit.ect to furnish such intl:rprelalions unllJ 15 dllYs alttr wrlUen reqtlell ls made (or ~_~~~ bftn Ipprowd ~
,
WfJUWlC'(l OJ, IIW AsslxiiIted ~"
h

COlir~C($ol J.mcria.

t em.

'

4.1.12 Interpretations and decisions of Ihe Architect will be consistent with Ihe intent of and
rcason<lbly inferable from the Contract Documents and wiU be in writing or in the {oon of
drawin~. When making such interpretations and initial decisions, the Architect will endeavor
partiality (0 citflcr
to secure faithful performance by both Owner and Contrnctor, wiU no(
and wiH nol be: liable for r~ulls of inlerprelalion.s or dtdsioJlS so rendered in good faith.

mow

·f};

4.2.13 'J11e Architect', dn.-isions on mailers relating to :leslh'etk effect will be final if
consislent with the inlent expressed in Ihe Contract Documents:

i
I
I
I
I
I

4.3
CLAIMS AND DISPUTES
4.3.1 Definition. A Claim is a demand or assertion by one of the P;i1rtics seeking. ilS II
muter of right, adjU5tmenl or interpretation of Contract temu, payment of money, ext-ension
oftimt- or olher relief with l'C$pei:t 10 Ihe terms of the Contract. The lerin "Oaim" 3®includes
otber disputes and mailers in question between the Owner. and Contractor aming out 'of or
relating 10 the ConlT1lcL Claims must be iniliated by written notice. The responsibmty to
$ubstllnLiatc Qaims shall rest with Ihe party making Ih~ Ct;aim.

4.3.2

Time Limlfs on Claims, dainu by either party must be initiated within l.l da)'$ after
rise 10 sudl Claim or within 21 days after the claimant uest

oo;ummce of the event giving

rt{;ognizes the condition giving rise to Ihe Claim, whkbevtr is laier. Claims must be inIliated
by written notice to the Architect and tlle other party. ,

4.3.3 ContInuIng Contract Performance. Pl:ooill8 final h!#oJuuon of a Oitim acept as
olbqwjse agreed in writing or is provided in Subpangrapb 9·7.1 and Artk.le /.4. the Contrir.ctor
shan proceed diligently with perfonn~nc:e of llte Ulntra.tt lind the:' Owner shaU conlinu. lO
ml1ke payIntU15 in ilCcordancc with the Contract Documents.

1

....

C>1tJ1 AJM

4.3.4, ClaIms for Concealed or Unknown Coodiffons.lf COOdkiollS are encountered lit AlA DOCUMENT AlOt· 1997

the sile which are (l) sub1urface or othezwi.se co~ed phy.ucaJ coOOitiOIl5 which diff" GEt4EMl.CONOtnOHS Of TH£
,

IpyI1SIiJ

,.rkM:

,'

COHlIACT FOft CONSTRUCTION

Isle 1915, f9l( l!I2S. 1937, 1951, ta; Mit 1963; 19it, mG1, 1970;,19"( J§lj); 0 "1997 bf the
InstltUt. 01 Archirects. AhHnth Edllion. Reproduction 01 Iht rniltrial herein- Of sub$r.illal The Alnerlcll\ Irntlrute of AtdVtectt

)Illb\ Q( ils p'~1s1oN without written perml$slon of tile AlA vioIa't$ SM ~\ahf law, of the Unlted 173S Hew,'I'ork A'ftOOe. N.W.
lei lIrId will wbjed fhe violate 10 legil pc'oserution. WARNING: Unlktnstd pIlOIoc.opyIng vtoIam U.s. Wasrung1M, O.c. 2CXXJ6..52~2

yrlt!hr laws IOd wilt subjecr the vIolalor 10 legal plosecutloo. This daocument wu ellClronka/ty produc.d
h permlsslcn 01 the AlA and an btl teptocM:ed In lICCQf'dillK' winl '/04Jt llanse wIIhw, ylol'llon untl/ tho
e of txplrallon as llOIed below. explfliion as nolild below. USe( ~nl: 97,20lala - 512412002. AlA
!n1e Number lCX>4654. which upires on 1lf3<Y2001.
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I
1

J

I

t

,

materially from those indicated in the Contract Documents or (z) unknown physkal
conditions of ~n unusual nature. which differ matcriatly from tlw.re on:ii[l;lrily {outtd (0 ex:Ut
and gClltruly r~niwd as inherent in construction activities of /he character provided foc in
the Cootuct Documents, then notice by the observing party shall be givro 10 ,lIe otlkr party
promptly before conditions .1I'e disturbed and in no even' later than' 21 da~ after tm:t
ob:iervaoce of the cOfldilioru. The ArchiltC1 will promptly i.llYt$ligalt" such condit.ioo.t ,nd, if
thay differ muteri~lIy and cswe ;111 inCl't'iJ.5l: or uecreaK in the Conlnlct()('s COIIt of. Of lime
required for. performance of any part oflhe Wo~ will rerommend an equitable adjustment!n
the Contract Sum or Controu:t Time. or both.lfthc AlclUtect determines that l~ c:ondiliOO$Ill
Ihe site .tfe not materiaUy ditTen:nt from those indicated in the Contract Documents and iliJt
no change in the terms of the Contract is j\utified. the Architect shall so notify the Owner and
Contractor in wtiting, 3tating the re~ CWnu by either party in oppo.5itioo lo such
dctcrminalioo must be made wilhin 21 days after the Architect h;as given Mike of the decWon.
If the conditioru (nCounler~ lire materially different. the Conlr2ct Sum and Contract 1'irne
shalllx equitably ~djusted, buL if the Owntr and Contractor cannot agree on an adjustment in
the Contract Sum or Contr.lct Time. the adjuslment shall ~ referred to the Ardlilect for initial ms fXX/.JI,IO{f fW IH'ORTIWT LeGAl.
determination, sub~ to further pr-oceedings puriuanl to Paragnph 4+
CONSlOUENaS. COIISU..rltnoNWTTHM
.

.

.

IIrrOOMY IS fM:DUlAGED WJTH ItESPfCT

dafms for Additional Cost. If the Contractor wishes to make Claim (or an ~~CHt.E7JclIi~~
incn:as.: in l1H~ Contnlct Sum, written notice as provided herdn "hall be given before fi£~=
proce1:ding tQ exl!(;~le I.he Work. Prior. ~ice is not required for d311ll5 relating 10 an tlOCU'ttfNT ","Y B£
USlNGIJA
-4.3.5

emergency mdangenn& hfe or property aosll1g under Paragraph 10.6.

JIW)£;;-'

J

4.3.6 If tlie' Contl1lctor believeJ addition~l ro:sl is involvc:d for reawns ind\lding but not 1M ~ has been approved mJ
limiled 10 (1) a wrilten inte:rprel.1tion from Ihe Architect, (1) an order by th~ Owner to slOp the ~ by ~ As:sIX:i&N ~{)e(41
Work whert the Conlractor was not at faull, (J) a wriHell order (01 a minor change in the (J)ffr~lor101 A.meri<iI.
Work issued by the Architect, (,,) failure of paymmt by the Owner, b) lmninalioll of the
Contract by the Owner. (6) Owner's suspension or (7) Gtl)er reasonable grounds, Claim dlaI.I be
filed in accordance with Ihis Par.1graph 4·}.

I

4.3,7

ClaIms for Additional Time

J

4.3.7.1 Iflhe C()ntrJ.(;tor ~hes La mah Cbim for an increase in the ConlnCt Time. wriuen
notice as provided herein shull ~ given. TIle Contfacl&}r'~ daim Ulan indude lOll estimate of
cost and of probable effect of delay on progress of tht;> Work. In the case of a continuing delay
only one ClaIm is neces5ary.

I

43.7.2 [r adverse weather conditions are the OOsis for II Claim for additioog' time, $udt Claim
slull be documented by data whslGntiat.ing Ihat we-\\ther conditiolli were abnormal for the
period of lime, could not have 00:" re~onably anticipated lind blld an advcne cffect on the
$Cheduled construction.

I

I

DOCf.A'.fENT 040'.

I

4.3.8 Injury or Damage to Person or Property. If either party 10 the Contract suffers
injury or damage to perwu Of property beaUS( of an act or omission of the other party. or of
othen for whose acU w:l\ party is Il:&a.I1y ~ponsible. wrilten notice of such injury or damage,
wl~ther or not iJl$lJTed, shall be givel1 to the oilier party within I rm:on~e time nol exceeding
u doys ,fter dlscowty. The notice shall provide sufficient detail to mabie the other party to
illv~tigate the maUer.
".3.9 If unit price! are staled in the Conlract Documents or rubsequentJy agreed upon, and
if qU~Jlt.itie$ originally contemplated an: materially changed in a pro~ Change Order or
C<>nstruclif.lfl Change Dite1:tive $0 that application of ~h umt prices to qw.ntiti~ o( Work
pm~ will cause substantial inequity to the Owner or Contnw..ior, the appUQble unit prices
shall be C{}ullably ad juslcd.
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4.3.10 Claims for Conseqoenlial DamaSe5. The ConltaclOr and Owner waive Claims
each other (or coosl!quential dllmages arising out of or relating to this Contract. This
mulual waiver includes:
.1 damage3 in<urred by the Owner for rent.al ttp4nses. fo. Ios.ses of use, income,
profit, fmandng. ~l1ess and reputation. and (or foss of managemenf or
employee productivity or of the servkes of such perrons: and
again.~

.2 darn~ incumtl by the Contractor for principal office e.xpell$e$ .including the
compcruation of pmonnel stati~ Illere. fO( lo.»e:s of financing. bwine:ss and
reputation. aoo for los.t of pranl e)l:cepl anliclpated profit awing directly from
the Work.
.
This mutual waiver i.s applicable. withoullimilalioll,lo aU co~uential damas~ due to eilher
party's umlination in GCcordance with Article I.<f. Nothing cOiltsined in this Subparagraph
4.3.10 shall be deemed 10 pred\.!de an award of liquidated dfn:ct dam!lges. when applkable. in
m.s 1XXur.£NT f£4S /H'OIITNfl LIG!.L
accordance with the rcquiremenLs of tIle Contract Documents.
•

4.4

.

RESOLUTION Of CLAIMS AND DISPUTES
~.".1
DecIsion of Archltecf. CfajI1l$, including Ihose alleging an error or omission by the
Architect but exduding th~ arising under Patagraphs 10.1 througb 10.S. .shall be referred
initially to the Ardlil~t for decision. An initial decision·by the Archi\.ect shall boJ ~uired as II
condition precedent to ~~iali~n, arbitration or litigation of all Claims between the
Coulrador and Owner arumg poor 10 the date tinaJ payment 'I:! due, units! jO daY$ have
passed atter the Claim baS been referred to the I>rclIitect with no dedsioll having been
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rendered by LJ:c. AAhit~1. 111c AIthitecl will not d~ide diSPUI~ between Ihe Contractor Ilnd ~by ThI:~7::~<J
perrons or enlltles olher than Ihe Owner.
. COOI(KI<>no( IVnffk• .

.. .4.2 The Architect will review Claims and within len days of the receipt of the Claim tnlee
one or more of Ihl1 following actions: (I) request addilioMI supporting dau from the claimant
or a respoJ}$¢ with supporting data from the other party, (z)rcject the Oaim in whole or in
pout, (3) approve the Claim. ('d $tiggest a comprom~. or (5) advise the parties thal lhe
Architect is uuable to resolve the Claim if the Architect likh $uflWient infonnatiwl' to evaluate
the menu of (be CWm or if lbe Architect congudeslb.t. in the A~hitect'., sole discretion. il
would be inappropriate for the Archilecllj> rerolve the Claim.
.

4.4.3 In c:villualing Claims. the AIchiled may, but shall not be QbOgated to, coruull with or
seek information from either pruty 0( from ~ with special knowledge .or expertise who
may a~ist the ~hltect in rendering I dc:asi~. The An;hilect mny request the Owner to
aulhonze retenUon of such persons at Lhe Owner $ exptel)$l:.

I
I

f

4.4.4 Jf the Ardtitect requesu II p;uty to provide i mponse to a Claim or 10 furnish
additional ruppol1ing daw, such party shall respond, within un days alter receipt of Sl.K:h
request, and ,mal) either provide 8 (es(X>nse on the requerud supP9f1.ing da.la. advise the
Atcldtect when the response or $UPpotUllS data w.ill be furnished or advi$a tIte Architect that
no supporting datil WllJ be furnished. Upon recdpt (){Ihe ~ or supporting data, if any.
thl! Archittct will either reject Of approve !.be CWm in whole or in part.
.

.( .... .5 The Architect will approve or reject ClaIms by written decision, wInch $hall stale tM
reasons tlKrefor and which sbaB notify the parties of any miDge in the ConUut Sum or
Contract Time or both. Th¢ approvwl or rejection of a Qaim by th Architect shaJJ be final and
binding on the parties but subject 10 mediation and arbtWion.
.
4.4.6

i;
~
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When a written decision of Lhe Architect stat~ that
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(d the decision Is final but

su~ to mcd!alioll and arbitration and (2) a demand for arbitration ofll Claim covered by 01991 AI....

days' perioo shaU resuit in the Architect '$ decision becoming final and binding upon lhe Owner
and Conlractor. If the Architect (enders & decision after arhilfalion proceedings have been
lnili"t~d, such dedsion may be entered ~ evideni;c. but shall not superudc: .. rbitratiotl
proceedings unleSllhe decision is ~cep(able to all parties concerned.
.

4.4.7
Upon receipl of II Oainl agaill$t the Conlra~or or at any time thereafter. ltle
Arcrulect or the Owner may. but is 00( oblip,ated to. ootify the surety, if any, of the nature and

am~nl of the Claim. If the daim Mles to a poiSibility of a Contractor's de&ult. tbe
Architect or the Owner may, but is not. obllgu1ed to, notify the surety and request the surety's

assistance in resolving the controversy.
4 .... 8
If a Claim re!.les to or is the'subject of a mechanic's lien. the party asserting such
Claim may proceed in accordalJc-e with applicable taw to comply with the Hen notice or .filing
deadline$ prior to resolution of the Claim by the Architect. by mediation or by arbitration.

4.5
MED1ATlON
4.5.1 , Any ClaIm arising out of or related 10 the Contract, except Claims rdArting to aeslbdk
. en:ecl a~ exar~ those waivtd ~ provided for in Subpmpaphs ".3-10, .9J.<4 and 9-lOo5 shaH,
.fier iru!W deds~on by the Architect or JO days alier submUsion of the Clam) ta the Architect.
.be~ubj~ct to medjM$Qn I\S ~ condition pr«edenl to arbitration or the imtilution of~al or
equitable j:iroceeaing.s by either party.
, .
4.5.2 'f11~ parties ..shall endelYor to resolve loor Claims by mediation which. unless the
partie$ mutually agree olherwist. shall be in accordance with the COIl$lru<:don Industry

~~~~~~~
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Mediation Rules of the American Arbitration J\ss:ocialkm cUl'Il!olly In effecl. Request for Con/r~tot's of America
mediation shall be filed in writing with the other party (0 the CoolIaet and with 111e American
Arbitration A.$s<x;ialion; The reqU~1 may be made concull'tndy with the filing or II demand {or
arbitration bul, in such event. nw.Iiation shall pt~ in adYOlnce of arbitration 0( legaJ or
equitable proceedin&s. which shan be stayed pending mediation (0( a period of 60 days from
the date of filing. u nl;:ss stayed for a longer period by agreement of (he parties or court orner.

I

".5.3 The p.srtiC$ shall share the mediatol"s fee !lnd any filing fees equally. The mediation
, sball be heM in Ihe place where the Proj~t is locale4. unless anothef location is mutually
agreed upon. Agreements reached in I11OOi3t}(111 shall be enforceable as 3eUlement agreements
in any court having jumdiction Ih~re()[
4.6
ARBITRATION
-4.6.1
Any Claim arising oul of or relakd to the Contract, except Claims rdating to aesthetic
eITect and acept thos&: waived <IS provided for in Subparagraphs i ..).IO, 9..104 and 9.10.,5. ,han,
after decisIou by lhe Architect (I( JO daya tiier sublJll.Uio.n of the cmm' to the ArchiLc:ct. be
subject to arbitmion. Prior to arbitration. the parties shall endenor to rooNe flliputes by
mwiation in 4ccordaflC¢ with the provisio~ of Paragraph 4.5-

I

4.6.2 Clairm no( r~ved by medilltion $llalI be decided by arbitration which. lJoks.t th('
parties mutuaUy ~re< othuw\$e. .ball be in w:ordanc:e with the Cowtructioa Ind~'
Arbitration Rules o( the Amcrlcan ArbilnitlOI) Association currenlly in effed. The d~m.and for
arWt~tjQn .shall be filed in wrilin& with. the othff party to the Contract and with the Amtricnn
Mltration &sociarion. and a.;oP'f mall be tiled with the ArclUtect.
.

4.6.3 A' demand for arbitutlon 5b~1 be mad¢ within the time limits specified in
Subparagraphs #6 and <f..6.t as appliCAble. and in oth<r cases within a ~bIe time after
the Claim h~ arisen, and in no event shaD it be made after the date when institution ofJegal or
'
Claim would be l>arrt!d by tbe applicable stalute of G.,,1 AIM
equitable proce¢ings based 011
limita lions as detennined pursuant to Parugrapb 1).7.
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4.6.4

limitation on Consolidation Of Joinder. No arbitration arising ool of or relating
the Contnct shalf iru.iude. by c;onsolidation or joind~ w ill any other manner. the
Architcct, the Arcwt«t's ¢mv{oYee$ or conrultanu. except by writJ.tn COIlSeilL containing
$pecific refereote 10 lhe Agreement and 'igned by the A.rI::hittU. Owmr. Contractor and any
other person or emity 50ught to be joined. No arbitnrtion shall include, by CONOlidation or
joiDder Of in anyQl.hcr manner. parties' oth« than the Owner, Contrn:tor-. a separate
contractor u duaibtd in .Artkle 6 and other pmon$ ~liol1y involved in a common
(Iucslion of tac' or- law whose presence 4 required if GOmpklereJie( is ,to be accOl'dcd in
arbitration. No ~n or entity other:than the Owlwr. Contractor or a sq>loInte COJllract« i$S
delSoibed in Mlcle 6.shaU be included as liP original lhird party or additiopill tJUnJ pany 10 an
41rbiultioll whose iQterest Qrresponslbilily is inru~[antial. Consent to ilWitration involving an
additional person or eptity .shaH nut t:onstitulc: Cl)n.senllo milralion of a Qaim not de$cn'bed
therein or will. a perwn or entity no( named or described ther~n. nle foregoing agreement to
arbitrate and other agreeme:nl-S to aroitrale with an additional pmon or entity duly cOUKnfed
to by p.rti(~ to the Agreement shall be sp«:ifJCally enIon;eable under appli~ble law in any
10

,court having iurUdiction thereof.

'

1HS DDCl.MNT ~JHlORTIJiT UGA.l,
COHS£QtIENCfS. CONSU.T....OON WITH ~
:J!~15 £HCOUR.I.aD WlTHlIISl'£cr

' ,

Clallll5 and TImely Assertion of Claims. The p;1rty filing a notice of demand (or
arbitration mw! &mit in the demand all Claims then ~n to that party on whkb amtrllUon, AUl~ ~1KW.
, is penniUed to be ~mallded.
.
"
, flE(T~y DIliVTED..w\
-4.6.5

4.6.6
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Judgmenf on Final Award. TIlt: award rendered by the arbitrator or arbitrators 0<Xt..iMENr040l.

,shall be fmal. and judgment may be entered up<m it in aaordaflce with applicoble law in any .
,
court having jurisdictiofl thereof. '
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(TiCLE 5 SUaC;ONTRACTORS
5.1
DEfiNITIONS
5.1.1
A Subconlr.1ctor is 11 person or entity who hll$ a dirf'i:t c~n~act With the Contnctor to
perioml I poriioo of Ihe Work at the $ite. The term ·Subcontractor" is referred to throughout
the Contract DocumenlS as if singular ill number and me:&1l$ • Subcontractor or an authoriud
repr<:senl;}tiVl: or the Suocontractot'. The, leon ·Suocon(ruc{oc- does not include a separate

contractor or sub.:olltrac'o~ 0(" .scparate confractor.

'

, .'

5.1.2 A Sub-subcootrador is it person or entity who bas a direct or indirect cont~l with a
Subcontractor to pcrtolm a portion of the Worl:; at the $iJ~. The term ·Sub-.subcoqlr.lctor" is
referred to throughout the ('.,ontract J)ocumelll$ a$ if singular jn number and mealU a SubsubcolllcO\Clor or :m aut110rizw reFr~cntllive ufthe Sub-wbcpnlrict.or.
5.2

AWARD OF SUBCONTRACTS AND OTHER CONTRACTS FOR PORTIONS Of

lHEWORK

' .

5.2.1 Unles.i othtIWise staled In the Contract Dorumcnl$ or tbe bidding requiremtnts.1he
ConlJiClor, as ~ u p~ctic.ab{e atier awan! of the Con(nd,
furnish in writiog to tbe
Owner thJougb lhe ArchilllCl lhe names of penOIU or elllilie:s (including th~ who Ire to
furnhh rnateriab Of (quipment fabrlcat~ to II ;pedal dC:$ign) proposed for ~h principal
portion of the WOfk. The Arcb,ilect will promptly reply w the Contractor in writing $tiJig,
whether or uo( Ute Owner Of' rhe AlcbiIed, ~CJ' due invcstisatkm, bas t«sonabJe obi!:ctJon to
~y ~ch proposed penon or entity.,Failure of the Owner or Architect to rqny promptly sun
constitute no(ice of1lO r(8$O~e objection.

man

I
I
~

I
I
I

The Contractor ,hajJ not co~ with a proposed petson or ~lilylD whom the
or Ardilica hu made rea$(Jn~ ;tnd tlmely objea.ion. Tbe Contractor Jb..rl oot be
required 10 contr.tC1 with anyone to whom !he Contractor has made! ~easOnablc objection.
'
5.2.2

~Icr

0.", AIM

If the Owner ot Arclul«l has reasonable objectioIJ (0 • penon Or entity ~ by AlA DOCUMENT AlOl • 1m
the ContrlKlot. tbe Contractor shall propc»t another whom the Owner or Archilt:Ct bu no GEHtMt C::OHt>tnom Of THE
5.2.3

'0
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11.5..2 Upon the request of any person or entity appearing to be a polenlialbeneficiary of
bonds covering payment of obligations arising under the Contract, the Contractor shall
promptly furnish a copy of the bonds or shall pennif a copy to be made.

ARTICLE 12 UNCOVERING AND CORRECTiON OF WORK
12.1
UNCOVERiNG OF WORK
12.1.1 If a portion of the Work is covered contl1uy Lo the Architect's request or to
requirements specifically expressed ill the Contract Documents, it must, if required in writing
by the Architect, be uncovered for the Architect's examination and be replaced at the
Contractors expense without change in the COlltr31.i Time.
.
If Ii portion i)f the Work has been coyered which the Architect has not 1pecifically
being covered. the Architect may request to see such Work
and it shall be uncovered by the Contf3ctor, If such Work is in acccrdance with the Contract
D«u"!tnu, cosLf of uncovering.and ~placemenl shaU~ by appropriat~ Change Order, be a( the
Owners expense,lfsuch Work a.s not lfllccordance Wllh the Contrac1 Documents, correction
be at the Cootnctor', expell$e unless the condition was caused by the Owner or a sepau le
contrnclor in wllich event the Owner shall be responsible for payment :ruch costs.
12.1.2

req~ested to examine prior to ~ls

shan

or

. 12.2

'CORRECTION Of WORK
12.2.1 BEFORE OR AFTER SU8STANTIALCOMPlETION
12.2.1.1 The Contractor shaU prompl.ly correct Work rejected by the Architect or failing to
con(oon IQ the requirements of Ihe Contract Documents, whether discovered before Of after
Substantial Compl..1lion and whether or n~ fabricated. installed or completed. Costs of
correcting such rejected Work. including additionallesting and in.spections and compensation
lor (he Architect's services and expenses made neceS$ary thereby. shall be al the Contractor's
expense.
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11.2.2

AFTER SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION
12.1.2.1 '" addilioll lo the C<lnuoclor's obligations under Paragraph .)..s, if, within one year
after the date of Substantial O:>mpktion of the Work or designated ~ioll thereof or after Ihe
dIXIt for commencem~nt of warranties established under Subparagraph 9.9.1. or by lemu of an
applicable special wmanly required by Ihe Contract Do..Llmenls, any of Ihe Wort is found (0
k DOt in accordanu with the requiremenls of the .Contract Documents, the Contractor .shaU
correct' it lJrompUy after receipt of wollen notice from the Owner to do so unless the Owner
hM previomly given the Contractor a writlen acceptance of ruch condition. The Owner shall
give such notlu promptly afltr diJcovery of the (ondjlion. During the one-year period for
cO('W:\ion of Wo~. if the Owner fails to notify the Contractor and give tbe Con\ractor 3n
opportunity to make the correction, the Owner waives the ri&ills to require correction by Ihe
Contractor and to make 8 claim (or bre.cl1 of warranty. If the Contractor fails to correct
no~oflfonniog Wo~ whhin a reasonable time.d~ring thal pcri~ after receipt of notice frolll
lhe Owner or Architect, the Owner may correct It In acc:ordance .With Paragraph 2..4

i
I
I
I
•I

l2.2.2.2 The one-year period for correction of Work shall be extended with respect to
portions of Work first perfoOlled al\er Substantial Completion by the period of time bdween
Suhslll.ntilll Completion ~nd the actual perfonnance o(the Work.
12.2.2.3 The one-year 'period (or correction of Work shan not be extended by corrective
Wolk perfonned by lhe Contractor pursuant to this Paragraph u.:2.

.j

12.2.3 The Contractor shaH mnove from the site portiOfU of the Wode whlch art: not in
acc:ordance with the requirements oC the Contract Documents and are neither corrected by the
Contractor oor iCCepted by the Owner.
~~1 w.e
•
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12.2.4 The Conlrador shall bear tbe cos! of correcting destroyed or damaged ~onstructiort.

whether completed or partiotUy completed. of the Owner or sep;trate contl"actor$ caUS4:d by the
Conf:(a'tor'~ correaion or removal ofWark which is nol in IIccordaoce with the requirements
urlhe Coutract Documents.

11.2.5 Nothing contained in Ihis ParngJaph 11.2 shall be conslruetilo eStablish a period of
limitation wilh respect to other obligations which the Contr.lCt.or might have under the
CootnKt iJo<:umenLs.. f:3ta~ishment of the one-year period for correction of Work as
described jn Subparagraph Il.l.l relates only to the specific obligation of the Conlw.:tor to
ronect the Work. and has no rtlatiornhip to the ~ within which the obligation to comply
with th.: Contract Documents may bt rought t() be enfoteed. nO[" {o the time within which
proceedings may be .commel1Ced to eslab!'J.$h the Contractor's Iiabilily with respect to Ihe
Contractor's obligations olher than spedfica.lly 10 com:ct the Work.
ACC£PTANCE Of NONCONFORMING WORK
ms C>OClHNT lVIS
11..3.1 If the: Owner prefers ((,) accept Work whkh is not in accordance: with the CONSEOI.,£JC£S.C~::r~u:::w
requirements of t.he COllUact Documents, the Owner may dQ so imtcad of fC(jUiring it. AT1Oit11fYIJ~Wf7HR£SPfCT
TemQVlll and correction, in whkh ~ the Contract Stull will be reduced a.s appropriate and TOITSCCIt4'f.£1JOti~MODtFK:Ancw.
equitable. Sudl.wjwtment shall be e/Tecled whet1ler or not final payment hu been made.
~TJCN~rns
12.3

EtECTIIaKItLy DtWTCD ~
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iARTICtE 13 MISCElLANEOUS PROVISIONS
13.1
GOVERNING LAW
13.1.1 The Contract sf tall be governed by the law ofthc place whtrc Ihe Project Is loc~le~J.

13.2

DOCV/.f:NT 0401.

Tlis ~ las been IpfH"cved.oo
~ by Tile Asrodliled Gener<J

' SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS

COnira<tOfJ oI/Vnericd.

13.2.1 The Owner and C60tnctor respectively bind lheinsdves. their p.1rtners. SUCCCSSOI"3,
assigns and lega.! ~prtsentative$ to the other party hereto and to partnePi. $Ucuswrs. assigns
and legal repre;sentativC$
$uch other party ill reJpecl to covenants. ag~ments and
obli~aliOJl$ wnl.<!ine·<lin lhe Contract Documents. Excc!pt as providtd in Subparagrapb I).U.
neither paTty to the Conll"al:l shall assign the Contract as a whole without wrillen COII$(nt of
lht other. If ritber party atlempU to make .sucb III as.1iVIDlwt without such Wn$Wl, thai
party shall nevertheles.~ remain 14:&'lIy respoMble (or aU oblisatiQIl$ under the Contract.

or

13.2.2 The. Owner may. without COll5Cnt of Ule Contractor. assign the Colltlact to an
inailutionaJ lender providi"uj; cousfroctiou finallcing for the Project. In 5uch event. the lender
$l\a!l a.ssurne the Ownel, rigb15 and obliK:.LiollS under the Contract Documents..n.e
CQntooor shall execute aU C90$cnts rcasonabfr required to facilitate such 'lSSigmm:nl.

I

13.3
WRlTTEN NOTICE
13.3.1 Writt.Cll notice shall be deemed to have been duly served if delivered in person to Ihe
Individual or ameml>i!r of the finn or entity or to an officer o( the ccrporatioJ1 [or whIch it WIl$
intended. or jf delivered at or sent by registered or certified mail to the last business addresl
kn()W1l to the party giving notice.

I

13.4
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES
13.JJ.l Duties "na obIi&atioIlS im~ by the Contract DocumenLs 'and rights and l"tmedies
milable thereunder shaD be in addition to and not I limitation of duties, obUgatioll$, rightJ
lind femedi~ otherwise imposed or available by law.
.
13.4.2 No "etlon or failure 10 ad by tIle Owner. Arcltiteet or Conttlldor shall constitute I
waiver of a right or duty aCIonkd them under the Cootract.. nOf st!iUt 4Uc;h adlon or failure to
act Co~~u(~.apj}Coval of or acquiesctnce in II breach theuunder. ex..-ept u may be spccifica1ly

iI&fet:d m wntmg.

Cltm IJM
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I
~Ijon shan be deemed lo have accrued in any and aU events nOI /<1ter Lhan ahe
date of issuance oflhe fin.'ll O:rtifical.e for Payment; and
.3 After Flnal Certificate for Payment. As to ad.S or fa.ihud to act occurring
"ner the relevant date of ls$uance of the fiuaJ Certif1Cate for Payment. any
applicable statute o( IimHatiol1S $ltall commence 10 run and !-flY alleged cause of .
;tctlon shall be deemed 10 have accrued in any and all events not J.iter Ibm the
date of any act or failure 10 act by the Contractor purruant to any Warranty
proviaed under Paragraph J.50 t~ dale ohny coneaion orthe Woric or failure to
cone<:l the Work by tbe Contractor under Paragrapb JU. or Ihl: dale of actual
commissioll of any other ad or failure 10 per(onn ~ny duty or obligation by Ihe

I

Contractor or Owner, whichever.occurs I<m.

I

ARTICLE 14

14.1

TERMINATION OR SUSPENSJON Of THE CONTRACT
TERMtNA nON BY lHE CONTRACTOR

nie

14.1.1
Contractor may tenninate the Contract i( tbe Work is $lopped fur a period of jO TfIS DOClJtr£HT IW /1.IK>RTN/T UGIIi.
consecutive days through no ilCl or .faull of tfu: Coolnctor or a Subcontract()f. Sub- c~. CONSOCTAOON wrm)Jj
5ulx:ontractoc or their agents or mlpJoyCCl or any oth~r penons or ~n.lities peri'onniDg portioos AITCfIItF( IS EJ£oort4GW WITH IlESi'fCT
pf tIlt' Work under direa or indir('Ct contract with the Contractor. (0'1' ~y of the followin, TOITSCOI.fl.ETIoNCIlIrfODlf1O.T1ON.
reasons:
.
'
.
. .wTIENllCATIONOf TIfS
.1 issuance of an order of a court or other public authority luving prisdktion EUOJiCNCiY!.Y lWW"TED ~
which requirt!$ olD Work (0 be .stopped;
.
00CUf.tfJff MAY IE W.o£ 6Y USlOO AlA
.2 an act of gOYrnlment, such as a dedmlion of national emergency which requir~ DOCUMeNT D«>I.
all Work to he Slopped.
11is tloc:vmmt has bffiJ ~prO'{e(/;mJ
.3 because the Archilect has no! isrued II Certificatc for Payment and has not ~byTht!AssodaJedGencfil
notified rhe Conlractor of the reason for wilhholding certificllti(}J) II-' provided io ContriKIors 01 Nnerica.
Subparagraph 9....1, or because tile Owner hilS not made payment Oil a CenifiCll\e
(or Payment within the lime stated in lhi! Conlrad Documents; or
.-4 the Owner has failed to fumisJl to the Contractor promptly. upon (he
Conlrdctor'3 request, fea50nOlble evidence ~ ceq\Jire1l by Subparagraph 2.:U.
14.1.1 The Conlraaor may termimlle the Contract if. Ihrough no aa or fault

or the

Conlril';[(}f or a SUbcOllli'a(;tor, Sulrsubcoohactor or Ihdr agenU or employec:s or any other
persoll$ Or entities performing portions oflhe Work under di~ or indirect conlract with lhe

Conllll<.1or, repealed i1I$pension.s, delays or intcrruptiol1$ of tbe enlire Work by the Owner iI.S
described in Pst1l8r.JPU J4.3 colUtitu(e in th« Aggrtg;l!e ltIore lhan )00 p<runl of the lotal
number of days scheduled for completion. or no days ill any 36i-day period, whichever is less..
14.1.3 If one of the reasons. dc:lCnDed in Subparagraph a.4.l.l or 1+1.2 cxisu, Ihe Colllractor
may, upon seven days' wriuen notice to tm Owner and .ArciUled, lennmate the Contract and
n;cover (rom the Owner paymenl for WOO:; executed and for proven 10;5.$ withrcspect to
materials, equipment. looU, and (OllStrucliOfl.efIuipmellt and madlipery. includint, ~nabIe
overheadtP~tit ~ ..

I
I

.

gas.

. .

~{

14.1.4 If the Work is 610pped for I period o( 60 (ooS«lltive dayt I.hrough 00 act or fault of
Ihe ConUactOJ or I Subcontractor or.!.heir agenU or em~ oc any other pmoos
paforming portIOIU of the Work under contract with the Conltllctor bea~ the Ovtn« hu
penbtently failed to fulfill the Owner's ,obligations uooer the ConIlac;1 Dcx;ww:Jl1$ with
respect to matters importapl to· the progrtU of the WOlk, the ConuaaOr may. upon seven .
addiliollil days' written notice lo the Owner and !he Alchltect. terminate Ihe Contr.ad and
rerover from the Owner as provided in SubpaflYiph 4-1.}.

T£RMINATlON BY THE OWNER rOR CAUSE
14.2.1' The Owner may terminat!! the Contract Iflhe Conlractor:
14.2

:

ClItS1 Av..
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I
persistl:l1t1y or repeatedly refuses or faib to $upply enough properly skilled
wonc.ers or proper materials;
.2 [am to make payment to Subconlndors for materials or labor in acrordarn::e
with the respective ~mcnts between the ConlflKtQr and the SuOConlnctow.
.) pemstelltJy disregards tllWS, ordinances, or rules. regulations or orders of a pubik
authority having jurisdiction; or
.4 otherwiSe i5 guilty of substantial hreacli of a provision of the Conllact
.1

Documents.

14.2.2 When any of the above ~ns exist. the (}.mer. upon certification by the Archite<:t
thaI sufficient cause exists to justify such action. may without prejudice to any other righ~ Of
remedies of the ~ and after ~iving the Contractor and lbe Contractor's surety, if any,
seven da~' written f)l:IIice, terminate employment of the Contractor and may. subject to IIny
prior righb of the sumy:
.1 lake possession of the site and of aU materials. equipment. tools. :md
construction equipment and mAChinery theNOo owlltd by the Coolractor.
.2 accept assignment of subcootracl$ pwsuant to Paragnph 5-4; and
.
.
.3 tini5h the Work by whatever rea50nahk method Ihe 0vn:er may deem apc(iIent.
UPO!l request of the Contractor,. the Owntt shall furmsh to the Conlrl1ctor II
debiled accounting of tht costs inClIned by the Owner in 6/l~hing the Work.
,

fIlS fXX'I.M.NT HAS iH'atTAJ(( L!~
CONft:CAXNaS. 'C0f6I:.tTATJCW ~m AN
J\TTOBI£f IS ENCouw:;m WITH R£SP£CT
rom~~~~

IWT1£NrICATKW OF JHS
ru~y DlW7ElMlA
DOCOOr ~y BE IlW)! IY USING AlJ\
DOCl»Ofr D40'.

14.2.3 When Ihe Owner lcnninates the Conlnlcl for one of the reasons stated in
Subparagraph 14.1...1, the Contractor shall not be entitled to receive further payment until the TIis~hasbeeZ!i1ppt'i7(ed«d
"Work is finished.
.~by fheAskxiNtd~'"
Cort/7lCtOfS of Nnerica,

,

14.1.4

If the unpaid lY.tlance of the Conlract Sum exceeds costs of finishing the Work.

Including comperua\ion (or the Art:hitecl's 5ervlCCS and expemes made nec~ry thereby. and
other dam.1gt$ incurred by the Owner and nol expressly \Vaived, such excess shall be paid to
the Contr.Ktor. 1£ such costs and damagtS exceed 1M unpaid balance. the Contractor 5haII pay
tl,c difference to the Owner. The amount to be paid to the Conlfilclor or Owner, as the case

may ~. shall be certified by the .Archilcct, upon application, and thi$ obIigalion forpaymcnt
shall ~urvive \enniIt4lion of the ConlrKt.
.
1-4.3
SUSP£NSION BY THE OWNER fOR CONVENIENCE
1-4.3.1 The OwMr may. without cause, order !.he Contractor ill writing to sUspend, delay or
interrupt the Work in whole or in part for such perioo of time as the Owner may determine.

14.3.2 The Conlrlict Sum and ConIrol.'1 TIme shaH be adiusted for incceases in the cost and
lime caused by ruspe115ion, delay or interruption as dC$Crlbed in Subparagraph ....j.l.
Adiustrnent of the Contract Sum shall include profiL No adjustment !Shall be made to the
extent:

I

that perfoouilnce is. was or would have been so wspt'nded. delayed or
interrupted by another cawe for which the Contractor is responsible; or
.2 that an cquitabl~ adjustment is m~e or denied under another provi:riOIl. of the
.1

Contract.

14.4
TERMINATION, BY THE OWNER FOR CONVENIENCE
14.4.1 The Owner may•.at any lime. terminate the Contract. for the Owner's convenience
and without cause.

,.',

I

1-4.4.2 Upon receipt of written notice from the Owner of S\Jch tennination for the Owner's
cOn\'cnience.lhe Contractor shall:
Olm W.Jt
.1 Ce.a5e opet'lltions as directed by the Owner in the notice;
A1A DOCUMENT AlOI· 1997
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.2 lake actions nect:SSlIry. or IhOit the Owner may dir~. for the protection and
pr~(ion of tile Work; and
.3 except for Work directed to be perfurmed prior to the effective dale of
termination stated in the IlOtiu, terminale all erist.ing ruba:mtracts and purchase
orders and enter into no further subcontracts and purcltasc otden.

14.4.3 In case of ~ch lenni nation for the Owner'$ convwience. the Contcoctor slu1l lit:
entitled (0 r~eive payment for Worle executed. and cast" incurred by IU50n of wcll
lermi,nalion, along with reaSonable overhead and profit on U\e W~ nOl ~ted.

1l1S lX)CI.f.ENr IW IM'atTMT UGA!
C~. CON5UT.AllON ImHAJI
AT1aDIifY IS 0«;(UWiED WJrn R£5I>£CT
TO TIS CtMWXW all«>aFlCATJON.

rns

~1ION()f
n.!~y ClItAfTW AiJ\

J>09.MJI1 ,,"y 6l1MDf BY U5JNG AlA
DOct..MNT t>«il.
TIis ~ has ~ iSppCOVtO ard
enJcm:d by /1Jir /o.sJcdMed Gener;/
Coo/riKJorsol Ameria.
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4.2

Architect's'Adminlstration of the Contract

In subparagraph 4.2. 1, pelete from the first sentence "and will be the Ovmer's representative."
In subparagraph 422, delete from the first sentence "as a representative of the Owner".

I

Delete subparagraph 4.2.10 and substitute the following:
.

I,

.1

4.3

TiI:ne.Limits on Claims. A Claim by either party must be made by written notice to the Architect
4.3.2
within ten (10)'days from the date of the occurrence of lDe event or discovery of the condition giving rise to
the Claim or within ten (10) days from the date that the Claimant knew or should have kriown of the event
or condition. ' Unless the Claim is made within the aforementioned time requirements, it shall be deemed to
be waived. The written notice of Claim shall include a factual statement of the basis for the Claim,
pertinent dates, contract provislo'ns offered in support of th~ Claim, additional materials offered in support
of the Claim and the nature of the resolution sought by the Claimant. The Architect will not consider, and
the Owner shall not be responsible or liable for, any Claims from 'subcontractors, suppliers, manufacturers,
or othe,r persons or entities not a party to this Contract ' Once a Claim is made, the Claimant shall
cooperate with the Architect and the party against whom the Claim is made in order to mitigate the alleged
or potential damages, delay or other'adverSe consequences arising out of the condition.
,

f' J
I '~
I
I
,,

.

I

~,-

,

Claims and Disputes

Delete subparagraph 4.3.2 and substitute the following:

I
I
I

'

,

'4.2.10
The Architect will provide a project representative and indicate the limitations of his authority
during the construction of the Work. The Owner will assign a Project Manager to the project and will 'also
assign a Field Representative who will obselVe the work and report to the Architect' and the Owner's
Project Manager~ .

I:
i .
I II I
I

Delete subparagraph 4.3.4 a~d SUbstitute the following:'

" , 4.3.4
Concealed or · Unknown Conditions. If conditions are encountered at the site which are
subsurface or are otherwise concealed or unknown physical cOnditions which differ materially from those
, indicated in the Contract Documents or which were not reasonably susceptible of being disdosed by the
, Contractor's examination of the site In accordance with Subparagraph 4.3.4.1 of these Supplementary
Conditions, then notice by the obselVing party shall promptly be given to the Architect and the other party
before the conditions are disturbed and [n no event later than ten (10) days after first obselVance of the
conditions. The Architect will promptly investigate such conditions and, if they differ materially from the
Contract Documents or if they were not reasonably susceptible of being disclosed by the Contractor's
examination of the site, will recommend an equitable adjustment in the Contract Sum or Contract Time, or
both, if the conditions cause an increase or decrease in the Contractor's cost of, or time required for,
. performance of any part of the Contract If the Architect determines that the conditions at the site do not
warrant. an adjustment in the Contract terms, the Architect 'shall so notify the Owner and Contractor in
. writing, stating the reasons. if the Owner and the Contractor cannot agree on an equitable adjustment to
the Contract terms or otherwise disagree with the determination of the Architect, the matter shall be subject
to further proceedings in accordance with Paragraph 4.4.
, Add to 4.3.4 the follOWing:

•

i'
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I

I
4.3.4.1
The Contractor agrees and acknowledges that he has had ·sufficient time and opportunity to
examine the Contract Documents and the .site of the work in order to undertake any necessary actions to
determine the character of the subsurface materials and site conditions to be encountered. No adjustment
in the Contract TIme or Contract Sum shall be permitted in connection with a subsurface, concealed or
unknown site condition, which does not differ in any material respect from those conditions, disclosed or
which reasonably should have been disdosed or identified by the Contractor's examination of the Contract
Documen~ and the site of the work.
·
.

I

Add to 4.3.5 the following:

4.3.5.1
The Contractor shall not be' entitled to an adjustment in Contract Time or in Contract Sum for
any delay or failure of performance to the extent such delay or failure was caused by the Contractor or .
anyone for whose acts the Contractor is I:esponsible. The Contractor shall be entitled to an equitable
adjustment in Contract Time, and may be entitled to an equitable adjustment in Contract Sum, if the cost or
time of Contractor's performance is delayed or changed due to the fault of the Owner.. To the extent any
. delay or failure of performance was concurrently Caused by the Owner and Contractor, the Contractor shall
be entitled to an adjustment in the Contract Time for that portion of the delay or failure of performance that
was conCurrently caused, but shall not be entitled to an adjustment in Contract Sum. hi the event that the
Contractor Is entitled to an adjustment in Contract Sum, the Owner will pay only for the following verifiable
. costs directly associated with the time extension or delay: 1) the actual labor costs, fringe benefits,
employment taxes and insurance related to the Project Superintendent; 2) the cost associated with the fair
ren~al value of the Project Superintendent's vehide directly related to the time extension; 3) the direct costs
attributable to the extension for the field office ].aGility, Including telephone lines, utilities, power, lights •
. water, and sewer (toilets). Mark~up on thes~ costs will not be allowed. The Contractor shall make all
reasonable efforts to prevent and mitigate the effects of any delay regardless of cause.

I

I

I
I
I.
I
I

I

Add to 4.3.7 th.e following:

. A.3.7.3
All Claims for costs related to Claims for additional time shall be pursuant to Paragraph 4.3.
. . The Contractor shall not be -entitled to make a Claim for adjustment.in the Contract Sum based upon the
. ,
. matter of adverse weather Conditions or force majeure •.· .

;

.

I
I
I
I

,

4.4

I

I

.

Resolution of Claims and Disputes ..

In· subparagraph 4.4.1, in the first sentence, dE;llete "but excluding those ariSing under paragraphs 10.3 . .
through 10.5". In the second sentence after.. •. Contractor and Owner, delete the rest of the sentence.
.. In subparagraph 4.4.2 delete actions (3). (4) and (5) and substitute the following:

(3)" recommend approval of all or part of the Claim, or (4) attempt to facilitate the resolution of the Claim·
through informal negotiations.
In subparagraph 4.4.3, delete the last sentence.
In subparagraph 4.4.5, delete "and arbitration"

I

I
I
.I

Delete subparagraph 4.4.6.
Delete ,subparagraph 4.4.8.

.

.

SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS
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1:1

Mediation .

in subparagraph 4.5.1 ~ange Minitiar to "final~ and delete "or 30 days after submission of the Claim to the
Architect".·
.
.
In subparagraph 4.5.2 delete the last sentence•.
Arbitration

4.6

.Delete entirely all subparagraphs in 4.6 and substitute the following:

4.6.1'
The Contractor a'nd the Owner shall not be obligated to reso(ve any Claim or dispute related to
this Contract by arbitration. Upon agreement of the parties and following the exhaustion of mediation. any
Claim related to this .Contract may be submitted to arbitration, either binding or non-binding, upon mutually
agreeable terms and conditions. In the absence of such agreement, any reference in this Contract to
arbitration is deemed void and has no force or effect.
. '
ARTICLE T

7.2

CHANGES IN THE WORK

Change Orders

Add to 7.2 the following:
.

.

7.2.2.1 ' The amount allowed for overhead and profit on any change order is limited to the .amounts
indicated in sub'paragraph 7.3.10 of these Supplementary Conditions.
7.2.3
Any Change Order prepared, including but not limited to those ariSing by reason of the parties'
. mutual agreement or by mediation, .shall constitute a final" and full settlement of all matters relating to or
affected by the change in the work, including, but not limited to, aU direct. indirect and consequential costs
associated with such change and any and all adjustments to the Contract Sum and Contract Time. In the
event a Change Order increases the Contract Sum, the Contractor shall Include the work covered by such
Change Order in the Application for Payment as if such work were Originally part of the Project and
Contract Documents'7.2.4
. By the ~xecution of a Change Order, the Contractor agrees and acknowledges that he has had
sufficient time and opportunity" to examine the change in work which is the subject of the Change Order·
and that he has undertaken all reasonable efforts to discover and disclose any concealed or unknown
conditions which may to any extent affect the Contractor's ability to perform in accordance with the Change .
Order. Aside from those matters specifically set forth in the Change Order, the Owner shall not be :
obligated to make any adjustments to either the Contract Sum or Contract Time by reason of any
conditions affecting the change in work addressed by the Change Order, which could have reasonably
. been discovered or disclosed by the Contractor's examination.
.

7.3

Construction Change Directives

.After subparagraph 7.3.1 add the following:
.

'

.

7.3.1.1

A Construction Change Directive, within limitations, may also be used to Incorporate minor
changes in the work : agreed to by the Architect's representative, the Division of Public Works Field
Re~resentative, and the Contractor's Superintendent The nmits of these representatives' authority with
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11.4.9
The ContraC1or shall pay Subcontractors their shares of the insurance proceeds received by the
Contractor, and by appropriate agreements, written where legally required for validity, shall require
. Subcontractors to acknowledge the Owner's authority under this Paragraph 11.4 and make payments to
their Sub-subcontractors in similar manner. .
11.4.10

.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Nothing contained in this Paragraph 11.4 shall preclude the Contractor from obtaining solely at

its own expense, insurance on its behalf. .
Add to ArtIcle 11 the following:
11.6 . Indemnity
11.6.1
The Contractor shall indemnify, defend and save harmless the Owner, the Architect, and the
Architect's Consultants from and against all claims. damages, costs, legal fees, expenses, actions and
suits whatsoever includin.g injury or death of others or any employee of the Contractor, subcontractors, or
the sub-subcontractors, agents or employees. eaused by failure to comply fully with any term or condition
of the Contract. or caused by damage to or loss of use of property, directly or indirectly, by the carrying out
of the work, or caused by any matter or thing done. permitted or omitted to be done by the Contractor, his
agents, subcontractors or employees and occasioned by the negligence of the Contractor, his agents.
subcontractors or employees.
ARTICLE 12

:".'::

UNCOVERING AND CORRECTION OF WORK

).. 12.2 ' Correction of Work

t~:;~\. ._~ l

In subparagraph 12:2.2.1 delete the second sentence. ·
ARTICLE 13

. 13.1

I
I

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Goven.1ing Law

Add to 13.1 the following:

I:

13.1.2
Each Contractor and his subcontractors and sub-subcontractors shall comply with all Idaho
Statutes with specific reference to Public Works Contractor's · State License Law, litle 54, Chapter 1.9,
. Idaho Code, as amended.
.'

i
1;:Yj
I

13.1.3
Pursuant to Sections 44-1001 and 44-1002, Idaho Code, it is provided that eaCh Contractor
"must employ ninety-five percent (95%) bona fide Idaho residents as employees, except where under such
contracts fifty or less persons are employed, the Contractor may employ ten percent (10%) non-residents,
provided, however, in all cases employers must give preference to the employment of bona fide residentS
in the performance of said work. and no contract shall be let to any person, firm, association or corporation
refusing to execute an a9reement with, the above-mentioned prOvisions in it; provided that in contracts .
. involving the expenditure of Federal Aid Funds this act shall not be enforced in such a manner as to conflict
with or be contrary to the federal statutes pr~scribing a labor preference to honorable discharged soldiers,
sailors, or marines, prohibiting as unlawful any other preference or discrimination among citizens of the
United States."
.
.
·13.2

Successors and Assigns

- .~ - "-:
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, In subparagraph 13.2.1, inthe second sentence, delete "E?<cept as provided in Subparagraph 13.2.2,"..

J
I
I
I
1·.1
I
I

Delete subparagraph 13.2.2.
13.6.

, . Delete subparagraph 13.6.1 and substitute the following:
13.6.1
Payments due and unpaid under the Contract Documents (21 days from date received by the
Owner) shall bear no Interest until thirty (30) days past due, thereafter they shall bear interest at the rate of
eight percent (8%) p~r annum until the date of the check as posted by the State Controller.
13.7

"

I'.

13.7.1
As between the OWner and Contractor as to acts or failures to act. any applicable statute of
I1mit<ations shall commence to run and any legal cause of action shall be deemed to have accrued in any
and all events in accordance with Idaho law. .
.
Add to Article 13 the following:

13.8

I
I
I
.;tfj
,( ~'~\"'-J

:1'"

13.8,1

Equal Opportunity
The Contractor shall maintaIn policies of employment as follows:

thti

13.8.1.1 The Contractor and'
Contractor's Subcontractors shall not discriminate against any
. employee or applicant for employment because of race, religion, color, sex, age or national origin. The'
Contractor shall take affirmative action to Insure that applicants are employed, and that employees are
treated during employment without regard to their race, religion, color, sex. age or national origin. Such
action shall include, but not be limited to, the following: employment, upgrading, demotion. or transfer,
recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of payor other forms of compensation;
and selection for training including apprenticeship. The Contractor agrees to post in conspicuous places,
available to employees and applicants for employment, .notices setting forth the policies of nondiscrimination.
.

I.

.. 1

Commence.ment of Statutory Limitation Period,

Delete subparagraphs 13.7.1, 13.7.1.1, 13.7.1.2, and 13.7.1.3 and substitute the following:

~n
:".:: t", .~ ..'

,I:

Interest

13.8.1.2 The Contractor and the Contractors Subcontractors shall. in all solicitation or advertisements
for employees placed by them or on their behalf, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration'
.
, for employment .without regard to race, relig,ion, color, sex. age or nationi;!/origin. ,
ARTICLE 14 TERMINATION OR SUSPENS~O", OF THE CONTRACT
14.1 . Termination by the

In subparagraph 14.1.1,

Contracto~

in the first sentence, delete the number "30" and substitute the number "60".

Delete subparagraphs 14.1.1.3 and .14.1.1.4. "
Delete subpar~graph 14:1.2.. "
.
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In subparagraph 14.1.3 delete ·or 14.1 Z.

, ..

. In subparagraph 14.1.3 delete the words "profit and damages" and substitute the words "and profit",
Delete subparagraph 14.1.4.
- 14.2

Termination by the Owner for Cause

In subparagraph 14.2.2.3 delete tlie last sentence. _
14.4

Termination by the Owner for Convenience.

Delete subparagraph 14.4.3 and substitute the following:
14.4.3
In the case of such termination for tile Owner convenience, the Contractor shall be entitled to
receive payment from the Owner on the same basis provided In Subparagraph 14.1.3, as modified.
END OF SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS
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